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ABSTRACT
THE IMPACTS OF SURFACE GRAVITY WAVES ON BUOYANT PLUME DILUTION
Bruce William Husselbee
Old Dominion University, 2020
Director: Dr. Gangfeng Ma

A common practice in coastal areas is to collect, treat and discharge fluids including
treated wastewater, stormwater or power plant effluent to areas of lesser impact. The discharge
of these fluids, conveyed through pipelines into coastal areas, continues to be an important
human health and environmental concern. The fluid discharged from these pipelines is often
buoyant which allows for dilution and dispersion into these ambient waters.
Initial dilution, defined as the maximum concentration of a discharged fluid at the
maximum rise in height within a buoyant plume, is critical in the consideration of the
environmental impacts of a discharge into receiving waters. The impact of surface gravity water
waves on buoyant plumes has been investigated, through a series of experiments to measure both
plume size and dilution near the source of discharge. Experimental data has been gathered for
surface gravity waves of varying periods and lengths. The volumetric discharge rate of the fluid
discharged was also varied to allow for the consideration of various jet densimetric Froude
numbers as part of the overall analysis.
Several existing numeric models are in use today to estimate the initial dilution of
buoyant plumes. There are also several numeric models in use to understand the impacts of
surface waves on the coastal environment. The Non-Hydrostatic Wave (NHWAVE) Model
solves the incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations in both terrain and surface to predict coastal
wave processes. This model was modified to include a buoyant discharge into an ambient wave
environment. The numerical model was calibrated using experimental data to better understand
the wave-plume interaction and to predict wave-plume interactions at a large scale.
The research completed as part of this dissertation will provide for a more comprehensive
understanding of the initial dilution of buoyant plumes into an environment exposed to regular
wave conditions. This understanding can potentially limit the financial, environmental and
construction impacts of outfall pipelines in estuary or near-shore ocean environments.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background
The construction of pipelines to transmit water to distant locations has been a common
practice in the United States for over one hundred years. Early pipeline installations conveyed
raw or treated water to towns or cities as a source of drinking water. The resultant wastewater
from these urban areas was often allowed to discharge to nearby ditches, streams and rivers. As
concerns were raised over the health impacts of domestic and industrial waste in the 1930’s and
1940’s, treatment systems were developed to remove the most harmful biological and chemical
constituents from the wastewater prior to discharge. The proper location of these wastewater
discharges also began to be carefully considered at this time. Studies were undertaken to
determine the best location for these ultimate discharge points that minimized impacts to both
man and the environment. Ernest Steel stated in Water Supply and Sewerage (1953)1, “Even
those cities which are located along the ocean are in many cases obliged to protect bathing
beaches or shellfish beds. Some, however, are able to discharge their sewage untreated into very
large bodies of water or into streams that traverse relatively uninhabited regions.” East Coast
communities often found that the treated wastewater discharge location, also known as the
outfall location, which limited impacts to their surroundings and minimized cost, was best placed
in either adjacent tidal estuaries or offshore in the Atlantic Ocean. It was believed that the
volume of water moving past these discharge points due to the normal tidal cycle was so great
that the contaminants discharged would have little impact to human health or the adjacent
environment. The Clean Water Act, which was adopted in 1972, amended in 1987 and enforced
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US-EPA), was created, in part, to
quantify the dilutive capabilities of the receiving waters and to define the surrounding mixing
zone area at outfall locations in an attempt to control the impact of toxic pollutants.
A marine outfall can be defined as a conduit for transporting storm runoff, sewage or
industrial wastewater out to an undersea disposal point. While some outfalls are tunnels, most
include pipes laid or on the seabed (Grace, 1978)2. A question that was asked in previous years
and still debated today is; where should such outfall pipelines be placed? The cost for
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construction of these pipelines in a dynamic environment such as the Atlantic Ocean makes this
issue relevant to all who study this issue and those who must ultimately pay for these facilities.
Engineers initially used judgment, knowledge of the local area and “rules of thumb” when
locating outfall pipelines. To better predict the capability of the surrounding water body to dilute
the treated effluent, engineers attempted to apply hydraulic principles and interpret limited field
data to solve the problem. The impacts of the treated wastewater discharged at the end of the
outfall pipeline to the environment were estimated based on the concepts of turbulent mixing,
dispersion, bacteriological decay and very limited field data. In 1979, Hugo Fischer, et al,
published Mixing in Inland and Coastal Waters3. This work described the state of the art at the
time and gave designers’ insight into mixing in various environments and the design of outfall
and diffuser systems. In the 1980’s and 1990’s, computer models such as CORMIX (1991)4 and
PLUMES (1994)5 were used to better predict the mixing zones surrounding outfall locations.
Later Visual Plumes (2001)6 built on the earlier PLUMES model to provide both graphical and
time-series representations of the buoyant plume into the body of knowledge. The ambient water
conditions, discharge effluent characteristics, and outfall site constraints are used as input data
along with various sophisticated computer simulation models to predict the initial dilution and
the area to be impacted by the buoyant plume. This initial impact area or zone of initial dilution,
surrounding the outfall is the predominant concern for regulatory agencies since it usually has
the largest potential impact to the environment. The design of outfall structures is often dictated
by these parameters (Fischer, et al., 1979)7. Due to model limitations and the difficulty and cost
of gathering large quantities of field data, a deterministic approach or as more commonly known
as the “worst-case scenario,” is often used to predict the affected outfall mixing zone. The USEPA does allow for a probabilistic approach when considering parameters, which can have wide
variability over time (US-EPA Office of Water, 1991)8. Calculating a 10th percentile value from
the cumulative distribution can accommodate this ambient water variability function for
parameters such as current speed, direction, stratification, etc. In addition, treated effluent
characteristics such as volumetric flow rate, temperature and other water quality constituents that
vary with time can also be analyzed using this probabilistic approach. This concept allows for a
risk-based analysis rather than the worst-case exceedance approach previously used for most
outfall designs (US-EPA Office of Water, 1991)9. Surface gravity waves have historically not
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been considered in this probabilistic approach to outfall modeling and design due to the lack of
understanding of the dilutive capabilities of surface waves.
In the 1960’s and 1970’s research was also being done to better describe the underlying
concepts related to small amplitude wave theory. Robert Dean and others proposed theories that
allowed for the description of water wave phenomena including orbital motions and pressures
underneath a progressive wave. Robert Dean and Robert Dalrymple formalized these concepts in
1984 with the publication of Water Wave Mechanics for Engineers and Scientists10. This work,
in addition to more recent efforts included within the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer’s Coastal
Engineering Manual (CEM)11, is the backbone of much of the knowledge of water waves and
their impacts on engineered and natural systems.

Definition of the Problem
Surface gravity waves propagating across a water body create an oscillatory motion field
in the underlying water column. Depending on the wave properties and water depth this
oscillatory motion field can create significant horizontal and vertical velocities in the water
column. Small amplitude, gravity wave theory can be used to describe water particle trajectories
for various depth conditions (Dean and Dalrymple, 1984)12. Figure 1-1 defines the characteristics
of such a wave, while Figure 1-2 describes the influence of water depth (h) and wavelength (L)
on particle trajectories. Equations [1] thru [5] are an outcome of the theories summarized in the
work done by Dean and Dalrymple.
Figure 1-1
Wave Characteristics
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The horizontal and vertical velocities under small amplitude gravity waves can be defined as:
u = (agk/σ)[cosh k(h + z)/cosh kh]sin(kx-σt)

[1]

w = -(agk/σ)[sinh k(h + z)/cosh kh]cos(kx-σt)
where , k = wave number = 2π/L
σ = wave frequency = 2π/T
g = acceleration due to gravity = 9.8 m/sec2
a = wave amplitude

[2]

Figure 1-2
Water Particle Trajectories

The ratio of water depth to wavelength (h/L) is defined as the relative depth. This relative depth
parameter is used to define various water wave scenarios.
When h/L < 1/20, the horizontal particle trajectory is constant with water depth measured
from the free surface. This scenario is known as the shallow water wave condition. Under this
scenario the particle displacement extends to the ambient bottom and is elliptical in shape. The
horizontal particle trajectory (2A) for this scenario is defined as:
2A = HL/2πh
where, H = wave height
L = wavelength
h = water depth

[3]
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When h/L > 1/2, the horizontal particle trajectory decreases with water depth measured from the
free surface. This scenario is known as the deep-water condition. Under this scenario the particle
displacement does not extend to the ambient bottom and is circular in shape. The horizontal
particle trajectory (2A) for this scenario is defined as:
2A = He2πz/L
where, z = measured water elevation

[4]

When 1/20 ≤ h/L ≤ 1/2, the horizontal particle trajectory also decreases with water depth
measured from the free surface. This scenario is known as the intermediate water wave
condition. Under this scenario the particle displacement extends to the ambient bottom and takes
the shape of a decaying ellipse. The horizontal particle trajectory (2A) for this scenario is defined
as:
2A = H{cosh[2π(z + h)/L}/{sinh[2πh/L]}

[5]

The horizontal component of the wave induced velocity profile u(z,t), if intersecting with a rising
plume, will force ambient fluid into this area. This scenario can occur when surface gravity
waves impact a buoyant plume discharged from an outfall. It is hypothesized in this research
effort that this wave vs. plume interaction allows for an increase in dilution at this location.
Dilution in this context is defined as the increase in mass of a buoyant plume resulting from the
mixing of ambient fluid caused by an external force such as a current or surface wave. The
process of mixing ambient fluid into the plume is known as entrainment. The concept of
entrainment has been observed by many researchers and was first described in detail by Hugo
Fischer in 197913. Initial dilution is an important regulatory criterion and is defined as the
maximum concentration of a discharged fluid at the maximum rise in height within a buoyant
plume. Modelers and environmental regulators often assume that since the nearshore wave
climate at a particular location is so variable, any attempt to quantify the initial dilution value
caused by this phenomenon is a difficult, costly and time-consuming process. To address this
issue a quiescent or “calm sea” assumption is made, even at open ocean discharge
locations, since it is assumed that the wave climate would increase initial dilution and therefore
ignoring this condition would provide a more conservative estimate of the negative
environmental impacts, if incorporated into the outfall design. In the 1996 article14 entitled,
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“Probabilistic Analysis of Ocean Outfall Mixing Zones,” Henning Huang, et al states, “Surface
waves may generally be expected to increase dilution therefore to neglect this oceanic parameter
is considered conservative.” The assumption to ignore the dilutive capabilities of surface waves
on the buoyant discharge plume seems valid for outfalls discharging in deep water, which would
have little effect from surface waves, or in areas which are not exposed to a regular wave climate
but appears to be somewhat dubious for relatively shallow outfalls which are common along the
East Coast of the United States. It should be pointed out that the ambient horizontal current
speed (Uo), used in Visual Plumes and other models, is often based on a time averaged tidal
phenomenon. Since tides are nothing more than regularly occurring long period waves, it is
plausible to expect that shorter period waves could also impact dilution.
Two terms, often mistakenly used interchangeable with dilution, are dispersion and
diffusion. Fischer defines dispersion as the spreading of mass from highly concentrated areas to
less concentrated areas. Dispersion is one form of mass transfer. Dispersive mass flux is
analogous to diffusion. Diffusion is defined as:
J = -E(dc/dx)
where, E = dispersion coefficient
c = mass concentration of the fluid being dispersed
x = the position in the direction of the concentration gradient

[6]

In the context of this research, both molecular diffusion and turbulent diffusion have limited
relevance in the zone of initial dilution (Dilution Models for Effluent Discharges, 1994)15.
Outfalls and the diffuser systems typically used to disperse the treated discharge from man-made
sources are designed to incorporate turbulent diffusion. Chin (1987)16 stated, “It is assumed that
the discharge is turbulent and hence viscous forces are not significant. It should be noted that, in
turbulent plumes, the Reynolds number continually increases along the axis of the plume, and a
turbulent discharge is sufficient to produce a turbulent plume.” The terms plume and jet will be
used often in this research. The term plume is used to describe a discharge in which buoyancy is
critical and the term jet is used to describe a discharge in which momentum is of greatest
importance. Many researchers use the term “buoyant jet” to describe a discharge that has both
buoyant and momentum characteristics in which the rising fluid begins as a jet and becomes
plume like as it rises and entrains ambient fluid. Entrainment is another term which will be used
throughout this work. Entrainment is commonly defined as the process by which the rising
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plume incorporates ambient fluid into itself. Several mechanisms have been found to increase
entrainment including velocity gradients (aspirated), forced (advected mass) and turbulent
diffusion (Dilution Models For Effluent Discharges, 1994)17.
As found with ambient currents, surface water waves can create a velocity profile that can
increase the mass of ambient fluid entering the rising plume in a given time interval. This
phenomena known as “forced entrainment” will be used to describe the theory and
experimental data resulting from this research effort. As mentioned previously, two (2)
numerical models have gained wide acceptance for the design and regulatory approval of outfall
structures. These models (Visual Plumes and CORMIX) have numerous similarities, but also
have distinct differences. The two (2) regions in which the various dilution processes dominate
often define the basic concept used to model initial dilution and ultimate diffusion of the plume.
These regions are also delineated due to differing regulatory requirements in each area. The zone
of primary concern is located adjacent to the outfall where mixing is dominated by the effluent
buoyancy and momentum fluxes. This region is known as the “near-field” or “initial mixing
region” and the observed dilution at the boundary is called the “initial dilution.”
Most regulatory agencies in the United States, including the US-EPA, define initial
dilution as the maximum concentration of a pollutant, or other constituent of interest, measured
at the maximum rise in height within the ambient water column. The average dilution factor (Sa)
is typically defined as a volume fraction of effluent contained in the diluted plume. Equation [7]
is used to estimate the average dilution factor (Sa) when the ambient includes a non-detectable
level of effluent:

Sa = (Ve + Va)/Ve = Ce/Cp
where Ve = volume flux of the effluent
Va = volume flux of the ambient dilution fluid
Ce = concentration in the effluent
Cp = average concentration in the plume

[7]

The Visual Plumes model uses a 3/2 Power profile to estimate maximum centerline plume
concentrations. This profile closely matches a Gaussian profile which is estimated numerically
within Visual Plumes to find the maximum centerline concentration (Cmax).
Figure 1-3 (Huang, et al., 1998)18 shows a typical buoyant plume and the associated plume
characteristics.
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Figure 1-3
Plume Characteristics

Each model uses the following parameters to predict the initial dilution of a plume:
•

Outfall port diameter (D) and configuration

•

Characteristic ambient current speed (Ua) and direction

•

Outfall discharge velocity (Vo)

•

Effective gravity of the effluent (go)

•

Stratification characteristics of the ambient environment

•

Depth of the discharge (h)

•

Receiving water temperature, density and salinity

•

Outfall angle with the horizontal plane.

Beyond the near-field region a zone dominated by ambient oceanic turbulence has been
observed. This area has been found to have a much lower rate of dilution and is known as the
“far-field region.”19
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK AND DILUTION MODELING THEORY

Technical References & Studies
No discussion of the impacts of outfall dilution to the natural environment can begin
without discussing the work of Hugo Fischer (Fischer, et al, 1979)20. Mixing in Inland and
Coastal Waters provides insights into the concepts of diffusion, dispersion, turbulence and the
impacts on the design of ocean wastewater discharge systems. This text is a building block for
many of the future efforts used to describe turbulent mixing and the concept of entrainment. The
parameters Q (volume flux), M (momentum flux), B (specific buoyancy flux) and Ua (cross flow
velocity) are used to define the following characteristic length scale parameters:
LQ = Q/M1/2 = √A

[8]

where, A is the cross-sectional area of the discharge port and LQ is defined as the distance
in which the port geometry dominates the effluent behavior
Lm = M3/4/B1/2

[9]

where, Lm is defined as the distance in which the buoyancy flux dominates the plume
behavior
Zm = M1/2/Ua

[10]

where, Zm is defined as the distance in which the jet momentum is equal to the crossflow
momentum
Zb = B/Ua3

[11]

where, Zb is defined as the distance in which the buoyancy induced momentum is equal to
the crossflow momentum.

Using these parameters, ambient data, information about the outfall configuration and tables
provided in the text the dilution at the outfall can be estimated. Fischer also built on the earlier
work of Morton et al. (1956)21 to define the entrainment hypothesis. This hypothesis states that
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the rate of change of volume flux in the jet with distance along the jet (z) is equal to the rate of
inflow by entrainment. This hypothesis was defined as:
du/dz = 2πbwαwm
where, bw = radius of jet
α = Taylor entrainment coefficient
wm = entrainment velocity at the radius

[12]

Fischer empirically determined the following values of α for both jets and plumes:
αjets = 0.0535 ± 0.0025
αplumes = 0.0833 ± 0.0042
The ability of a rising plume to entrain more ambient fluid than a jet is an important observation
and will be described further in Chapter III. Fischer states in this text, “While there has been a
large amount of effort devoted to measuring the turbulence and shear properties of the
atmosphere, very few results exist to define the turbulent state of the ocean. Until better data are
available for the distribution of shear and turbulence in the ocean, on such a scale that their
interactions with turbulent buoyant jets can be appreciated and understood, their effects are
probably best ignored. Since it is unlikely that the effect of shearing and turbulence will be to
decrease dilutions, this is probably not a bad approach if only the immediate dilution is of
interest.”
Ger (1979)22 was one of the first to conduct experiments using a horizontal discharge of a
buoyant jet into a wave tank. Experimental values were determined for many of the characteristic
length scale parameters defined by Fischer, et al., 197923. A later researcher (Chin, 1987)24
pointed out, the wave conditions used in the experimental work were such that the wave
impacted the entire water column and the induced velocity field was nearly constant with depth.
This water wave condition is not commonly seen at outfall locations and has limited value to
engineers and scientists studying the wave induced dilution phenomena. Sharp (1986)25
conducted experiments in a wave tank to consider the impacts caused by waves on a buoyant
plume. The research used a heated discharge to create a buoyant condition. Visual observations
were made by adding a food dye into the effluent discharge into the tank. Both discharge rate and
wave conditions were varied as part of the research. The location, size and configuration of the
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buoyant plume were observed although no actual dilution or plume size measurements were
taken.
The work conducted by Chin (1987 and 1988)26 brought some clarity to the subject of
surface waves and the impact on outfall dilution. Wave tank experiments were conducted, and a
model was proposed to describe the buoyant plume to wave interaction phenomena. Chin used
many of the dimensionless parameters proposed by Fischer,197927 but included the wave
induced horizontal velocity (Umax) into the work. Chin used a buoyant horizontal discharge with
a constant volume flux (Q). Seventeen (17) different wave scenarios were used to determine the
impact of the wave on the buoyant plume. All of the wave scenarios considered were
intermediate water waves, i.e. (1/20 ≤ h/L ≤ 1/2). This condition results in a water particle
trajectory that impacts the entire water column below the wave but decrease in size and strength
with depth. Chin defined several new parameters including:

S/So = relative initial dilution

[13]

= ratio of measured initial dilution with waves to initial dilution without the
impact of waves

LQ/Zm = Umax/Vo

[14]

= measure of the significance of the wave induced horizontal velocity to the
initial discharge velocity.
Chin’s experimental results indicated that for the discharge condition used and the
intermediate water waves imposed on the buoyant plume, the relative initial dilution was
approximately 2.0. His conclusion states, “This result indicates that, for shallow outfalls in a
persistent wave environment, wave-induced dilution should be accounted for in design.” Chin
(1988)28 also proposed a model to predict the buoyant jet to surface wave interaction. This model
built on the work of both Fischer (1979)29 and Frick (1981)30. A Lagrangian approach was used
to simulate the movement and dilution of plume elements.
The following governing equations were used to define the buoyant jet to surface wave
interaction:
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Conservation of horizontal momentum:
∞

δ/δε∫0v2(cosγ)cos(γ + δ)rdr = 0

[15]

Conservation of axial momentum:
∞

∞

δ/δε∫0 (vcosγ) rdr = sinδ∫0 Δρ/ρogrdr
2

[16]

Conservation of mass:
∞

δ/δε∫0 v(cosγ)rdr = αvo(cosγ)b + βvo(sinγ)b/Π

[17]

Conservation of density difference:
∞

∞

δ/δε∫0 (vcosγ)(ρ∞ - ρ)rdr = ∫0vr δρ∞/δεdr

[18]

Conservation of pollutants:
∞

δ/δε∫0(vcosγ)crdr = 0

[19]

where, v = relative plume velocity
vo = relative velocity of plume centerline
Vo= absolute velocity of plume element
γ = angle between Vo and vo
δ = angle between Vo and x-axis
r = radial coordinate
g = gravity
b = plume width
α = aspiration (radial) entrainment coefficient
β = forced entrainment coefficient
ρo = ambient density at discharge level
ρ∞ = ambient density at element elevation
c = concentration of contaminant in plume
Chin used a horizontal discharge which introduced a significant horizontal velocity component
near the discharge source. This horizontal velocity component resulted in a spraying effect when
in contact with the horizontal wave velocity field. Chin divided the entrainment hypothesis into
two distinct but additive phenomena for the case of a wave impacting a buoyant jet. Two
empirical coefficients, α and β defined above were proposed. The coefficient α is described as
the ratio of the radial entrainment velocity to the axial centerline velocity. The radial entrainment
phenomenon was theorized to impact on all sides of the buoyant jet. The coefficient β represents
the percentage of lateral flow that is entrained and occurs only on one side of the buoyant jet. It
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is similar to the entrainment caused by a cross-flow impacting a buoyant jet. Chin theorized that
the forced entrainment occurred only on one side of the plume depending on the direction of the
orbital velocity caused by the wave. This theory was later questioned by Koole & Swan (1994)31
and does not agree with the observations found as part of this experimental effort. This model
suggested that varying the ratio of Lm/LQ, which is a dimensionless variable proportional to the
jet densimetric Froude number, would impact the relative initial dilution. Chin found that as the
value of this Froude number increase, the effect of waves on initial dilution also increases. A
graph of Chin’s results is shown in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-1
Chin’s Experimental & Model Results
Relative Dilution (S/So) vs. LQ/ZM

Lee & Cheung (1990)32 built on some of the concepts proposed as part of the computer
program known as UOUTPLM (Muellenhoff et al., 1985)33. They compared previous
experimental data with UOUTPLM and showed that the underlying theory of a Lagrangian
model using the concept of forced entrainment into an ambient flow accurately predicted
centerline dilution values. They considered other less robust dilution models and found the
Lagrangian model used in UOUTPLM provided more accurate dilution values over a wider
range of situations. Lee & Cheung (1990)34 also reinforced the concept that the increase in mass
of a buoyant plume element (ΔMk) can be computed by the following additive hypothesis:
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ΔMk = ΔMf + ΔMs
where, ΔMf = change in mass due to forced entrainment
ΔMs = change in mass due to shear entrainment

[20]

They also investigated and proposed a method to consider buoyant jets discharging into a coflowing current at various angles. This concept was later integrated into the computer
simulation model known as PLUMES (1994)35.
Chyan & Hwung (1993)36 conducted experiments using a wave tank with a buoyant
plume. A Rhodamine dye was added to the effluent and the resulting concentration and velocity
field was measured in the buoyant plume. The experiments were conducted using a vertical
discharge at a constant discharge velocity. Five (5) intermediate water wave scenarios and one
(1) deep water wave scenario were conducted as part of the experiment. A camera was used to
observe the two-dimensional velocity field data. Three (3) distinct regions of the buoyant plume
were noted. A deflection region, located closest to the discharge source, was found to move
horizontally with the waves, a transition region, further from the discharge source was found to
include a rapidly growing plume area and a developed region, located near the water surface, and
was dominated by the surface wave motion. Chyan & Hwung found that surface waves have a
measurable positive impact on initial dilution. Entrainment of ambient was found to be more
significantly increased in the deflection and transition regions of the buoyant plume. A graph of
Chyan & Hwung results are shown in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2
Chyan & Hwung Results
Initial Dilution Rate Under Wave Actions

Koole & Swan (1994)37 conducted experiments using a wave tank and a non-buoyant jet.
A laser doppler device was used to measure the velocity field of the non-buoyant jet. Although
neither initial dilution nor plume size was measured, a very detailed series of measurements were
made to understand the velocity fluctuations and Reynolds shear stresses within the jet. A
significant transfer of momentum from the mean velocity into the turbulent components of the
flow field was observed. As a result of this momentum transfer, turbulent Reynolds stresses were
enhanced, and intense mixing occurred. Koole & Swan found that much of the entrainment
occurred in a region referred to as the “Zone of Flow Establishment.” This zone is located near
the discharge source and typically found within five (5) outlet diameters in vertical length.
Fischer, et al (1979)38 describes the phenomena in this area as follows, “In this region, the shear
layer is still eating away at the constant velocity core of the jet flow as it comes out of the
nozzle.” Koole & Swann observed that wave-induced mixing lead to a significant shortening of
the zone of flow establishment. These researchers also noted that although the primary influence
of the wave motion occurs close to the discharge, the oscillatory velocities caused by the surface
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gravity waves affect the mixing characteristics over a large region of the flow field. They
observed a continuous decay in the centerline velocity as the plume rose to the surface and noted
that the continuous entrainment of ambient fluid was the primary cause for this observation. As a
result of this research, the values of α and β proposed by Chin (1988)39 were estimated as α =
0.052 and β = 1.0.
Moosa (2004)40 conducted experiments similar to that of Koole & Swan (1994)41 but
a Rhodamine B dye was used with a video camera. Using the video camera, the
researchers were able to observe the jet configuration using slow motion to observe
macroscopic differences between differing wave scenarios. The three (3) distinct regions of the
buoyant plume observed by Chyan & Hwung (1993)42 were confirmed. Velocity fields were also
measured using a laser doppler device. The concept of jet rigidity was theorized as a result of this
work. Jet rigidity is a dimensionless parameter which defines the limits of the three (3) mixing
zones in a buoyant plume. Jet rigidity at the source is defined as:
Jet rigidity (r) = (ρouo2 / ρsvmax2)1/2
[21]
where, ρo = jet density
uo = initial jet velocity
ρs = density of ambient fluid
vmax = max. horizontal velocity of the wave at the tank bottom
This concept was extended for the entire rise of the buoyant jet as:
Jet rigidity r(z) ={[ρou(z)2] / [ρsv(z)2]} 1/2
[22]
where, u(z) = time averaged longitudinal velocity of the jet
v(z) = maximum horizontal velocity component of the wave at level z
Moosa found that r > 50 defined the deflection region. Jet momentum dominates this zone, and
the characteristic shape is deflected but rigid and is caused by the periodic motion of the wave
field. When r < 5, the jet loses its rigidity and this zone is defined as the developed region in the
buoyant plume. Moosa also observed that the jet “feels” the effect of the wave presence also in
areas in which its momentum dominates the wave-induced momentum. It should be noted that as
ρo approximates ρs, Equation 22 is equivalent to the dimensionless parameter described by Chin
as defined in Equation 14.
In Water-Quality Engineering in Natural Systems (Chin, 2013)43, fate and transport
processes in the water environment was further described. The concepts of near-field mixing
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(initial dilution) and design considerations for outfall diffusers are described. Chin found that in
cases where the ambient current is equal to zero (i.e., a stagnant environment), the minimum
dilution is described as follows:
[23]
S = CBDNF Bo1/3/Qoy5/3
where, S = plume dilution
CBDNF = dilution coefficient for the buoyancy-dominated near field
= 0.25 to 0.35
Bo = specific buoyancy flux
Qo = volume flux
y = depth of the diffuser port to the free water surface

Numerical Simulation Models
Computer simulation models have become a powerful tool to better understand the
interaction of buoyant plumes discharged into natural water bodies. Visual Plumes (Dilution
Models for Effluent Discharges, 4th Edition, 2003)44 has been adopted by the US-EPA to
simulate surface water jets and submerged buoyant plumes. This model can be used to analyze
mixing zones, estimate total maximum daily loads (TMDL’s) and analyze other water quality
conditions. This software application includes several integrated models that allows the user to
compare the results of each program to better predict the initial dilution impact of the discharge
to the environment. Integrated into Visual Plumes is the UM3 subroutine. The UM3 subroutine is
a three-dimensional program that can simulate single and multi-port submerged discharges. The
model is based on a projected area entrainment hypothesis. The plume is assumed to be in a
steady-state and uses a Lagrangian approach such that each successive element follows the same
trajectory. This formulation has a coordinate system that moves with the plume. One limitation
of this model is that any ambient or discharge condition can be variable in time only if the
change in the condition is greater than the time frame needed for the plume to reach its
maximum rise height. The implication of this model constraint will be discussed further in
subsequent chapters of this research. The DKHW model (Muellenhoff et al., 1985)45 is another
three-dimensional plume analysis program that can simulate single and multi-port submerged
discharges. The major difference between the UM3 and the DKHW models is the basis on which
the programs were originally formulated. The DKHW model uses a Eulerian integral method to
solve the equations of motion for plume size, trajectory, concentration and temperature. This
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method uses a fixed reference system where distance is the independent variable rather than time
which is the independent variable in the UM3 model. The Eulerian approach to consider wave
vs. plume interaction appears to be a less attractive method than the Lagrangian approach and
will be discussed further in subsequent chapters of this research. The NRFIELD-RSB model is
an empirical length scale program based on experimental studies conducted by Roberts, Snyder
and Baumgartner. Many of the length scales originally proposed by Fischer, et al (1979)46 are
used in conjunction with experimental data to predict minimum dilution and plume geometry.
CORMIX is another US-EPA supported modeling tool to assess the environmental impacts of
source discharges. Based on the data input by the user, a flow class is determined by the model to
analyze the data. This model can be used for both near-field and far-field analysis although some
researchers have found inconsistencies with the output from this model for certain near-field
scenarios. This model is considered by many to be the most robust computer simulation model
for far-field plume analysis. This model does not allow for the input of a surface wave generated
velocity field but has a feature to input a tidally varying current speed with time. The model also
does not allow for a tidally varying current with depth. A depth averaged current speed must be
input with other ambient condition data prior to running this program. 3DLIF is one of the
newest experimental tools used to estimate mixing of discharges into ambient fluids. This
experimental procedure uses a three-dimensional laser induced fluorescence system to measure
dye concentrations in a towing tank. A high-speed camera is used to provide images of the
discharged fluid in both space and time. The images are converted into data which is compiled
and three-dimensional images of the tracer concentration can be generated. The experimenters
report a ±10% accuracy of the concentration readings measured during their research efforts.
This procedure provides an excellent tool to understand the impacts of various ambient
conditions on a buoyant plume.
Numerical models are also a commonly used tool to understand wave dynamics and
impacts to the coast. MIKE 2147 is a two-dimensional model that simulates flows, waves and
sediment transport in coastal areas and open seas. It was first proposed in 2004 and has been
refined over the years and now includes numerous modules to allow users to predict differing
coastal phenomena. It was developed by the Delft Hydraulic Institute and can be integrated with
other models within the MIKE suite of programs. MIKE 21 uses either Cartesian or spherical
coordinates to solve the following equations:
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• Conservation equation for wave action
• Energy equation
• Conservation of mass
The numerical model used within MIKE 21 is based on a cell-centered finite volume method.
The integration in time is based on a fractional step approach and propagation is carried out by
an explicit Euler scheme. As with all numerical models, several boundary conditions are applied
to the simulation. Input parameters include:
• Water levels
• Water depth
• Current velocity
• Wind speed
• Wind direction

MIKE 21 has been compared to numerous field measured data sets and is one of the most
commonly used models to predict wave climates.
The Cornell Breaking Wave and Structures Model (COBRAS)48 is another numerical
model used to predict the interaction between eaves and coastal structures. This model was
originally developed by Pengzhi Lin and Philip Liu in 1998 and uses the Reynolds Averaged
Navier Stokes equations for the flow field and K-E equations for turbulent kinetic energy and
turbulent dissipation rate to simulate near-filed processes. The model considers wave reflection,
transmission, overtopping and breaking due to non-linear waves. Input parameters include:
• Numerical and fluid parameters
• Mesh generation
• Wave parameters
• Environmental parameters
• Output data format
• Refection conditions
• Pollutant and sediment transport parameters
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A newer version entitled, COBRAS-UC has been further refined and tested against laboratory
and field data.
Non-Hydrostatic Wave Model (NHWAVE)49 is another numeric model used to simulate
wave refraction, diffraction, shoaling, breaking and other wave conditions in finite water depth.
This model was developed by Gangfeng Ma, Fengyan Shi and James Kirby at the University of
Delaware in 2011. The governing equations use the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes equations
with surface and terrain following curvilinear coordinates. Unique boundary conditions are used
to optimize computations and alloy for accurately predicting wave characteristics. Further
discussion of this model the governing equations and applications to this research are described
in Chapter V.

Regulatory Considerations
In 1972, the United States Congress passed the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
which is commonly known as the Clean Water Act (CWA). Under Section 402 of the CWA, any
discharge of a pollutant from a point source to the navigable waters of the U.S. or beyond must
obtain a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit. This permit requires
compliance with both technology and water quality-based treatment standards. Under Section
403 of the CWA, any discharge to the territorial seas or beyond must also comply with the Ocean
Discharge Criteria. Section 403 requirements were created to ensure that no unreasonable
degradation of the marine environment will occur, and sensitive ecological communities are
protected. As part of this regulatory process, the impact of the marine discharge on the biological
community must be considered using ecological, social and economic factors. There are
currently two hundred sixty-five (265) discharge permits which are subject to the Ocean
Discharge Criteria50. The US-EPA defines the technical evaluation to be used of the physical
characteristics of the discharge criteria in these regulations. The US-EPA requires the calculation
of then lowest initial dilution for each of the most critical environmental seasons. The ambient
tidal current speed used in the prediction of initial dilution is limited to the lowest 10 percentile
value. In addition, the US-EPA states that if the currents have large components unrelated to
tidal influences (e.g. wind-induced currents) then a more detailed analysis should be performed.
The regulations also state that the mean, variance and direction of the tidal component should be
determined, and a synopsis of the non-tidal current speed, direction and persistence should be
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provided. Vertical variations in currents are important at depths where the effluent waste field is
trapped. The US-EPA recommends using numeric models such as Visual Plumes or CORMIX
and gathering field data to further define the impacts of the discharge to the environment. There
appears to be no specific reference to the consideration of surface waves in the regulations but an
approach that limits surface wave impacts to those conditions in the lowest 10 percentile would
be in conformance with the criteria used for ambient tidal current speed.
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CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL PURPOSE AND PROCEDURE
Theoretical Basis
Engineers, scientists, researchers, and regulators have all had an interest in understanding
how surface water waves impact discharges to the coastal region. Since very few new
wastewater treatment plant or discharges from power plants have been constructed along the East
Coast of the United States in recent years, the need for studying the impacts of outfall dilution
and in particular the effects of surface water waves on these outfall locations has been limited.
Some of the needs which continue to make the study into outfall dilution relevant include:
•

Increased hydraulic capacity needs at existing wastewater treatment plants

•

Increase in the number of outfalls discharging storm water runoff to offshore
locations rather than have the discharge point near recreational beaches

•

Increased regulatory restrictions on contaminants discharged through outfalls and
improving monitoring of the effects of the outfalls on the environment.

Early efforts to understand dilution, dispersion and diffusion of fluids discharged to the
environment focused on theoretical solutions using dimensional analysis and experimental data
(Fischer et al., 1979)51. Computer simulation models have been used in recent years to more fully
understand the concept of dilution. Experimental work and some limited field data gathering
efforts (SEFLOE I – 1988 and SEFLOE II – 1992)52 continues to be conducted to improve the
understanding of the impacts of treated wastes discharged to the environment.
Several approaches were considered prior to beginning this research effort. Creation of a
new simulation model to estimate dilution was considered, but significant efforts have already
been invested in the models currently in use by the technical and regulatory community. The
gathering of large amounts of field data at known outfall locations was also considered. This type
of effort requires significant personnel and financial resources and any results from this type of
exercise have limited value beyond the area specifically analyzed. The approach selected to
better understand the wave vs. buoyant plume interaction was to conduct a laboratory experiment
to measure initial dilution for various water wave scenarios and discharge conditions and to use
this data to propose a numerical scheme which could be used in conjunction with existing
numerical models.
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One of the most robust mixing zone modeling systems in use today is Visual Plumes (4th
Edition – Frick, Roberts, Davis, Keyes, Baumgartner and George)53. This computer modeling
system includes several programs which allow for the analysis of various effluent discharge
scenarios. One of the programs within Visual Plumes is UM3 (Updated Merge – Version 3)54.
This program is based on the work of Winiarsk and Frick (1976)55. The key hypothesis built into
this program is the concept of “projected area entrainment.” This theory uses the projected area
of the plume in the presence of certain entrainment mechanisms to estimate initial dilution. This
program also includes the assumption of a Lagrangian formulation which allows for successive
elements within the plume to follow the same trajectory resulting in a steady state condition. The
entrainment theory is based on the concept that certain phenomena allow a plume to incorporate
ambient fluid into itself. This concept of entrainment allows for a plume to be diluted and
harmful constituents in the discharge (heat, toxics, etc.) to be assimilated into the ambient with
limited impact to the environment. The Visual Plumes system includes four (4) types of
entrainment. These mechanisms include aspirated, forced and turbulent entrainment and eddy
diffusion. Aspirated entrainment occurs in high velocity regions of the plume. These high
velocity regions create areas of relatively low pressure which allows for inflow of ambient fluid.
This can be clearly shown from observation of the Bernoulli Equation for an incompressible
fluid. This relationship is commonly written as:
V2/2g + z + p/ρg = C

[23]

As V2/2g increases near the source of the discharge, p/ρg must decrease for the energy equation
to be in equilibrium along a streamline. For designers of outfall structures, this phenomenon
requires the design of high velocity ports which allows for dilution even without the presence of
an ambient cross current. This entrainment phenomenon is also known as shear or Taylor
entrainment.
Turbulent entrainment occurs as a result of the gradient of a turbulent discharge into a
less turbulent ambient. This gradient allows for ambient fluid to be entrained into the plume.
When designers size discharge ports, one goal is to create a turbulent discharge. The jet
densimetric Froude number must be sufficiently large (typically greater than 1.0) for this
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phenomenon to be assured (Grace-1978)56. Fischer (1979)57 defines the jet densimetric Froude
number as:
Fj = uj /(g´d)1/2
where, uj = q / ∏ d2/4 (for circular ports)
q = volumetric discharge rate
g´ = g Δρ / ρ (effective acceleration of gravity)
d = jet diameter

[24]

[25]

Eddy diffusion occurs due to other large-scale random motions between a plume and the
ambient. This parameter is normally ignored in near-field initial dilution analysis since the time
scale involved is large. This parameter becomes a critical method for entrainment in far-field
analysis and is not considered in this research (PLUMES, 1994)58.
Forced entrainment occurs when an ambient velocity field (current) advects mass into the
plume. For a current encountering a buoyant plume the ambient fluid is mixed into the leading
face of the plume boundary. Forced entrainment is defined as:
dm/dt = ρaAUa
[26]
where,dm/dt = the incremental amount of mass entrained in a given time step
ρa = ambient density
A = projected area of the plume impacted by the ambient
Ua = ambient velocity (typically the time averaged current speed)

The projected area (A) is a function of three components including cylinder, growth and
curvature features. This area was found to be round in cross-section. This geometric shape allows
for the calculation of a projected area normal to the velocity field caused by the current or
potentially for some other ambient condition such as a progressive water wave. If an ambient
horizontal current exists and a regularly occurring wave climate exists which impacts the plume
(through the entire or partial rise of the trajectory), the equation of forced entrainment can be
more fully described as:
dm/dt = ρaA1Ua + ρaA2Vw
[27]
where all parameters are as described in Equation 26 and
Vw = wave induced horizontal velocity
A1 = projected area impacted by the horizontal current
A2 = projected area impacted by wave induced horizontal velocity field
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The Visual Plumes system uses a concept of superposition to add each entrainment
mechanism. Using the two primary entrainment mechanisms (aspirated and forced) in the nearfield scenario, the following equation of continuity results:
dm/dt = -ρa(A1Ua + A2Vw) + ρaAtVt
[28]
where, At = total area of the plume in contact with the ambient fluid
Vt = Taylor aspiration speed (average plume velocity)
In the absence of either a current induced or surface wave induced velocity field, plume
growth (initial dilution) is a result of only aspirated entrainment. For a buoyant plume exposed to
a surface wave induced horizontal velocity field in the absence of an ambient current,
entrainment will be a result of both aspirated and forced entrainment. Both scenarios will be
considered as part of this research effort.
Chin’s work in 198759 showed that for a buoyant plume exposed to a surface wave
induced velocity field, the initial dilution was considerably greater (> 2.0) that the nowave condition. This laboratory research effort, although limited in scope, clearly highlights the
impact of forced entrainment on a buoyant plume. Chin observed that not only was the initial
dilution increased, but the plume shape was markedly altered. This alteration is to be expected
since the amount of ambient fluid forced into the plume increased but this change in plume
configuration also facilitates other entrainment mechanisms adding additional ambient fluid into
this altered projected area. Since only a single discharge rate (Q) and only intermediate water
waves (1/20 ≤ h/L ≤ 1/2) were used in the experimental work conducted by Chin, the full extent
of forced entrainment on a buoyant plume has yet to be fully considered. Surface gravity waves
can be a driving force for entrainment and turbulence in many estuary environments. For an
outfall located in these areas, surface waves could impact initial dilution. The scenarios in which
this phenomenon should be included or excluded from the design of outfalls are the basis for this
research.
Laboratory Research Protocol
The laboratory research effort was conducted at the Old Dominion University Coastal
Engineering Centre. The research facility has a 0.9-meter-wide x 0.9-meter-deep x 18.3-meterlong wave tank equipped with a Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI) Wave Synthesizer Type
403/AAS. The unit has a dedicated PC-based wave maker control and data acquisition/storage
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system. This setup also has a piston-type wave generating paddle capable of producing both
regular and irregular wave climates. Regular waves were created in the wave tank based on a
Stokes 1st order approximation. Regular waves were chosen for this research to limit variability
of scenarios and output results. Input needed to select a wave to be simulated includes wave
period (T) and wave height (H).
Based on the physical limitations of the wave basin and synthesizer the following range
of variables is possible:
•
•
•

Water depth = 30 to 70 cm
Wave period = 0.5 to 4 seconds
Wave height = 2.5 to 20 cm
Water used to fill the tank was taken from the adjacent tap to the potable water supply. A

constant water depth of 60 cm was used during the entire laboratory experimental work.
Peristaltic metering pumps were used to inject the fluid into the wave tank. The pump used for
the lower feed rates was a Cole Parmer Masterflex Model 7021-22 and used for the higher feed
rate was a Cole Parmer Masterflex Model 77601-10. This pump type was chosen due to its high
accuracy, repeatability and ease of use. Suction tubing was installed into the fluid reservoir and
discharge tubing was installed from the pump setup into the wave tank. A 90-degree elbow was
mounted vertically inside the wave tank and connected to the discharge tubing. The clear
polyethylene tubing and elbow had an inside diameter of 1.0 cm and the centerline of the
discharge was 6.6 cm above the bottom of the tank. A handheld YSI Environmental Model 85
meter was used to continuously measure conductivity of the plume as it reached the water
surface and interacted with the waves. Conductivity was used as a surrogate to estimate
concentration in the plume. The portability of the unit and the probe allowed the researcher to
verify the location of highest conductivity (i.e. lowest initial dilution) for each experimental
scenario. A video camera was used to document each series of wave scenarios and fluid
discharge conditions. The discharge fluid was comprised of the following constituents:
•
•
•

80% deionized water
20% methanol (certified ACS)
2 grams sodium chloride/100 ml of solution

A small amount of water-soluble visible dye was added to the fluid to allow for the tracking of
the location of the plume during each experiment and to allow for a measurement of the plume
size.
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The goals of the experimental laboratory work were to choose wave and fluid discharge
scenarios that were measurable, repeatable and were representative of the conditions which could
occur at actual outfall locations in the coastal environment. Deep and intermediate water waves
were selected for this research. The wave scenarios shown in Table 3-1 were chosen based on
tank and system limitations and their relevance to the research.

Table 3-1
Experimental Wave Scenarios
Wave Height (cm)
0
5
10
15
20

Wave Period (sec)
0
0.50
0.75
1.30
2.00

Wave Description/Scenario
No-Wave
Deep Water Wave 1
Deep Water Wave 2
Intermediate Water Wave 1
Intermediate Water Wave 2

Using information from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - Coastal Engineering Manual60, the
information shown in Table 3-2 was derived for the wave scenarios used as part of this research.

Table 3-2
Water Wave Information
Wave Scenario

k (cm-1)

Lo (cm)

L (cm)

d/L

DWW 1

0.161

39.0

39.0

1.37

0 cm (surface)
5.00

20 cm
0.20

40 cm
0.01

53.4 cm (bottom)
0.00

DWW 2

0.071

87.8

87.8

0.61

10.00

2.42

0.58

0.02

IWW 1

0.027

263.6

235.2

0.23

16.77

10.78

8.01

7.52

IWW 2

0.015

624.0

417.2

0.13

30.10

25.38

22.95

22.50

2A Dimensions For Various Water Depths

A No-Wave Scenario was conducted for each fluid discharge condition to serve as a
baseline and to measure the impact of aspirated entrainment on the buoyant plume. A ShallowWater Wave Scenario was not conducted due to the difficulty of measuring a plume
concentration for this condition and due to the unlikely nature of this wave occurring with any
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frequency at an outfall location. Figure 3-1 graphically shows the horizontal particle motion (2A)
for each wave scenario as related to relative water depth (Z/h).

Figure 3-1
2A Dimensions for Various Water Depths
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Three (3) discharge scenarios were chosen to provide a range of turbulent conditions which
could be directed at the various wave scenarios. For simplicity the discharge was directed
vertically up from the bottom of the wave tank. The vertical discharge also eliminated some of
the wave-jet interactions at the discharge source which were a challenge for a previous
researcher (Chin, 1987)61 to address. Since outfall diffusers often function over a range of low
and high discharge conditions, a range of experimental discharge rates were selected for this
research. The following discharge conditions were chosen for this research:
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Table 3-3
Experimental Discharge Scenarios
Discharge Discharge Velocity Discharge Rate Momentum Flux
Scenario
(cm/sec)
(cm3/sec)
(g.cm/sec2)
1
12.2
9.6
115.1
2
24.1
18.9
445.9
3
62.0
48.7
2960.8

Jet Densimetric
Froude number
2.8
5.4
14.0

A trial and error procedure was used to determine the composition of the discharged fluid prior
to beginning the experimental measurements. The mixture chosen for the discharge fluid was
based on a relative density that closely represented the condition that would occur at a tidal
discharge. The Hampton Roads Sanitation District (HRSD) Atlantic Treatment Plant Outfall is
an ocean discharge with an effluent density (ρ) of approximately 0.98 gm/cm3. This wastewater
treatment facility discharges secondary treated effluent through a 1.68-meter diameter pipeline to
an offshore location, approximately 2400 meters from the coastline, in a depth of 9 meters to the
Atlantic Ocean. This value was chosen as the target discharge fluid density for the experimental
work while the density of the ambient fluid in the wave tank averaged 1.00 gm/cm3. The salt
content of the fluid was a challenging decision since the quantity of salt had to be great enough
for measurement at large dilution values but low enough to allow the plume to remain buoyant in
the wave tank. For each experimental procedure a batch of discharge fluid was prepared. For
each batch the actual density, temperature and conductivity was measured and conductivity vs.
dilution was graphed. Figure 3-2 shows a representative graphing of this data.
Figure 3-2
Sample Conductivity vs. Dilution Graph
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This graph was used during each experimental measurement to calculate dilution from a
measured value of conductivity. Each batch was prepared in a reservoir and kept mixed during
the experiment. The experimental standard operating procedure included the following steps:
1. Measure discharge fluid and ambient fluid characteristics (density, temperature and
conductivity) prior to engaging the wave maker.
2. Set volumetric discharge rate and wave condition. This is considered an individual
scenario.
3. Engage the wave maker and activate the metering pump.
4. Allow buoyant plume to reach the water surface and waves to fully develop. Measure the
highest conductivity value within the plume at the water surface.
5. Measure plume configuration from source to surface. A video camera was used to
document each scenario.
6. Calculate initial dilution.
7. Measure residual conductivity in wave tank. Drain and refill wave tank when the residual
conductivity reached approximately 10% of the measured value in the plume. This
condition typically occurred after three individual scenarios were conducted. The residual
ambient fluid conductivity in the wave tank was subtracted from each subsequent value
to calculate the increase conductivity caused by the scenario under consideration.
8. Repeat each scenario three (3) times and document results.
Figure 3-3 shows a typical buoyant plume subjected to a wave climate:

Figure 3-3
Typical Plume Condition When Exposed To a Surface Water Wave
Discharge Condition: Q = 9.6 cm3/sec, Wave Condition: Height = 15 cm, Period = 1.30 sec
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The accuracy and repeatability of the experimental procedure was critical to the generation of
accurate data to determine the impacts of surface waves on buoyant plume dilution. When the
wave tank was originally constructed, the DHI Wave Synthesizer was calibrated to the precise
conditions of the existing wave basin (Williams, 1990)62. This system also includes a wave
absorption control system (AWACS) to limit the impact of reflected waves within the tank.
During each wave climate generated a visual measurement of the actual wave height and wave
period was made. The measured values were found to be in close agreement with the values
input into the wave maker controller.
The fluid used to model the buoyant plume and the system used to convey the fluid into
the wave basin was also an area of critical importance to the generation of accurate data during
the experimental work. The metering pumps were calibrated before each individual scenario was
conducted to assure an accurate volumetric flow rate. Conductivity vs. dilution graph was made
for each batch of fluid prepared. Since it is impossible to create a fluid mixture with the same
density, temperature and conductivity these graphs allowed for the accurate determination of
initial dilution through the numerous scenarios conducted over many weeks of experimental
measurements. Each batch of fluid was continuously mixed to limit the ability of the fluid to
vary in consistency during each experimental procedure. The tank was also continuously mixed
between each scenario to assure un-stratified conditions.
Several protocols were used and refined during the experimental procedure which
resulted in an important check and balance system for gathering data. Initially, two portable
meters were used to measure conductivity in the wave basin. A Thermo-Orion Model 105 meter
was used in addition to the YSI Model 85 to compare results and gather additional data during
each experimental scenario. The Thermo-Orion meter was found to be less reliable and more
difficult to use when a physical adjustment was needed during the experimental procedure. The
use of this second conductivity meter was ended shortly after the experimental process had
begun. The YSI Model 85 meter has a built-in self-calibration feature and this meter was also
calibrated with a solution having a known conductivity during the experimental process. The
visible dye was an excellent tool to verify the location of the buoyant plume during the
experimental process. Near the water surface the maximum conductivity values were found near
or at the center of the plume. The dye allowed for a quick visual adjustment of the portable
conductivity sensor to locate the plume center and the associated maximum conductivity values.
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A series of many fixed meters was considered to find the maximum conductivity value and the
range of lower values from the center, but this alternative was discarded due to the complexity of
installing numerous meters and the concern that the many probes required could cause additional
turbulence in the wave basin and impact the accuracy of the results. The YSI Model 85 meter has
a continuous readout feature. A maximum conductivity value was determined when a value was
measured and a second value of equal or greater value was observed. This technique allowed for
a measured and repeatable conductivity value to be used for latter comparison. This technique
also assured that a large conductivity value (outlier) that was outside the range of other measured
values was not included in the data set. A large set of data was gathered during the experimental
procedure and the results are presented in the next chapter of this work.
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CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Data Summary
The maximum conductivity value (uS) was measured at the ultimate rise height for each
buoyant plume under various discharge and wave scenarios. This measured conductivity value
was used to estimate initial dilution (X:1) and the experimental procedure was repeated to allow
for a statistical analysis of the data. Plume diameter (Dp) was also measured at various water
depths once the individual wave-discharge scenario reached an equilibrium condition. This
equilibrium condition occurred once the buoyant plume reached the water surface and
approximately three (3) wave fields had passed the discharge centerline. The diameter of the
buoyant plume, which included a visible dye to aid in visual observations, was measured at
specific depths for comparison purposes. Data was also gathered for a No-Wave Scenario which
allowed for a baseline comparison of initial dilution and plume shape. Tables 4-1 and 4-2
highlight the data gathered as part of this research effort.
Figures 4-1, 4-2 and 4-3 show graphical representations of horizontal particle trajectory
dimension (2A) and plume diameter dimension (Dp) for each discharge scenario. The plume
diameter for the No-Wave Scenario is shown with each scenario for reference.
Figures 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6 show the relative plume diameter (Dp/Dpo) for each wave and
discharge scenario. Relative plume diameter is defined as the actual plume diameter normalized
to the plume diameter for the No-Wave Scenario. Relative plume diameter provides insight into
which waves impact the overall plume size and since measurements were taken at various water
depths, this parameter indicates where the plume is most impacted by the underwater horizontal
particle motion field created by the various surface waves.
Figures 4-7, 4-8, and 4-9 show the relative horizontal particle motion (2A/Dp) for each
wave and discharge scenario. A relative depth (Z/h) term is used to allow for a more direct
comparison between the various discharge scenarios. Relative horizontal particle motion is
defined as the actual horizontal particle motion normalized to the plume diameter. Relative
horizontal particle motion provides an insight into a wave’s ability to entrain ambient fluid into a
plume and where this occurs in the water column. When 2A exceeds Dp, the passing wave
creates a horizontal particle motion field large enough to consistently entrain fluid from outside
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the plume boundary resulting in an increase in dilution. For each of the scenarios investigated the
intermediate water waves created a horizontal particle motion near the discharge source larger
than the plume diameter. This phenomenon ended once the buoyant plume reached a relative
depth of approximately 0.80. Since the value of 2A < Dp for a majority of the buoyant plumes
rise to the water surface, an individual wave will only add ambient fluid to the plume for a
limited portion of the time.
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Table 4-1
Initial Dilution Measurements and Statistical Results
Discharge
Rate
(cm3/sec)
9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
48.7
48.7
48.7
48.7
48.7
48.7
48.7
48.7
48.7
48.7
48.7
48.7

Wave
Max.
Initial Dilution Mean I.D. I.D. Stand.
Scenario Conductivity
(X:1)
Value (X:1) Deviation
(uS)
NW
800
105
NW
895
97
99
5.29
NW
932
95
DWW2
500
135
DWW2
503
135
135
0.00
DWW2
497
135
IWW1
416
190
IWW1
405
195
192
2.89
IWW1
416
190
IWW2
313
350
IWW2
313
350
358
14.43
IWW2
306
375
NW
1550
31
NW
1481
33
31
1.53
NW
1563
30
DWW1
1478
33
DWW1
1228
42
35
5.86
DWW1
1563
31
DWW2
1088
42
DWW2
1171
38
40
2.00
DWW2
1138
40
IWW1
498
140
IWW1
543
135
128
16.07
IWW1
604
110
IWW2
394
190
IWW2
416
170
175
13.23
IWW2
420
165
NW
2630
15
NW
2718
13
13
1.53
NW
2886
12
DWW2
950
42
DWW2
1238
31
35
5.86
DWW2
1177
33
IWW1
961
48
IWW1
1231
36
44
6.93
IWW1
963
48
IWW2
508
118
IWW2
642
90
98
17.79
IWW2
714
85

Coef. of
Variation

0.05

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.05

0.17

0.05

0.13

0.08

0.12

0.17

0.16

0.18
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Table 4-2
Plume Spatial Configuration
Discharge Rate
Wave
(cm3/sec)
Scenario
9.6
NW
9.6
NW
9.6
NW
9.6
DWW2
9.6
DWW2
9.6
DWW2
9.6
IWW1
9.6
IWW1
9.6
IWW1
9.6
IWW2
9.6
IWW2
9.6
IWW2
18.9
NW
18.9
NW
18.9
NW
18.9
DWW1
18.9
DWW1
18.9
DWW1
18.9
DWW2
18.9
DWW2
18.9
DWW2
18.9
IWW1
18.9
IWW1
18.9
IWW1
18.9
IWW2
18.9
IWW2
18.9
IWW2
48.7
NW
48.7
NW
48.7
NW
48.7
DWW2
48.7
DWW2
48.7
DWW2
48.7
IWW1
48.7
IWW1
48.7
IWW1
48.7
IWW2
48.7
IWW2
48.7
IWW2

Measured Plume Diameter At Various Water Depths
0 cm
20 cm
40 cm
47 cm
53.4 cm
(surface)
(bottom)
18

8.5

3

2

1

32.5

16

8.5

5

2

72.5

56

29

18

2

130

101

66

37

8

22

12

6

4

1

23

12

6

4

1

30

14.5

6

4

1

45.5

30

17.5

6.5

1.5

90

74

53

39

6

24

7

3

2.3

1

26.5

12

5

3.2

1

42

26

11

5

1.5

70

58

40.5

21

4

37

38

39

40
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Interpretation of Results
The No-Wave Scenario provides for a baseline to compare each wave-discharge
condition and provides data for comparison to previously published work. A buoyant jet
discharging into an ambient fluid without the presence of a current or other turbulent interference
has been studied for many years by numerous researchers. Fischer (1979)63 proposed the
following formula to predict the mean dilution at the plume centerline from a circular discharge:
So = 0.126 (h/Lm)5/3Lm/LQ
where, h = maximum rise of plume
Lm = as defined in Equation 9
LQ = as defined in Equation 8

[29]

Computer simulation models, including Visual Plumes (2003)64, can also be used to estimate
initial dilution for a buoyant jet in the absence of current or other forced entrainment phenomena.
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Table 4-3 provides a comparison of the experimental research results from this work to Equation
29 and to output from the Visual Plumes (2003)65 simulation model.
Table 4-3
Initial Dilution Comparative Analysis for No-Wave Scenario
Volumetric Discharge
Initial Dilution (X:1)
Rate (cm3/sec)
Experimental Results Equation 29 Visual Plumes
9.6
99
63
66
18.9
31
35
45
48.7
13
19
31

The variability in the experimental results compared to the theoretical values highlights some of
the challenges faced while gathering data. Without the impacts of an ambient current or surface
wave the buoyant plume is able to rise, and very little horizontal spreading occurs at the water
surface. This fact made it challenging to estimate when the plume had reached equilibrium with
the ambient and when the initial dilution values should be measured. Once the wave fields were
introduced in the experiment, a dynamic balance was achieved, and more consistent initial
dilution values were observed. The two entrainment mechanisms that dominate the No-Wave
Scenario are aspirated and turbulent entrainment. As the volumetric discharge rate increases a
zone of lower pressure gradient results. The aspirated entrainment term when considered alone
would indicate a greater initial dilution value as the port discharge velocity increases. The
turbulent entrainment term allows for ambient fluid to be added to the buoyant plume as the
gradient of the turbulent discharge is increased into the less turbulent ambient. Since the depth of
the wave tank is relatively small, 60 cm in depth, the time for the buoyant plume to reach the
water surface is significantly impacted by the volumetric discharge rate at the port. The time
needed for the buoyant plume to reach the water surface can be estimated using Visual Plumes
and is shown in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4
Estimated Time to Surface of Buoyant Plume
Volumetric Discharge Rate (cm3/sec)
Time to Surface (sec)
9.6
10.3
18.9
8.2
48.7
5.8
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The timeframes shown in Table 4-4 limit the buoyant plumes ability to interact and entrain fluid
from the ambient. This data indicates that the buoyant plume is “depth limited” for the No-Wave
Scenario and the turbulent entrainment mechanism can have only a limited impact on the result.
This result agrees with the observations noted in Dilution Models for Effluent Discharges,
200366. In this text the authors state, “Depending on the densimetric Froude number at the
discharge port, the effect of increased effluent flow per port on dilution can be shown to be
detrimental, insignificant or favorable. With low Froude numbers, as frequently found with
municipal ocean outfalls, an increase in flow causes a decrease in dilution, while at high Froude
numbers, as might be found with modern power plant cooling water discharges, an increase in
discharge results in an increase in dilution.” The time to surface values shown in Table 4-4 is
also an important factor when considering the interaction of multiple waves on the buoyant jet.
For the scenarios considered in this research, the number of waves impacting the buoyant jet
varies from a low of 2.9 for IWW2 (t = 2 sec) and Discharge Scenario 3 (time to surface = 5.8
sec) to a high of 20.6 for DWW1 (t = 0.5 sec) and Discharge Scenario 1 (time to surface = 10.3
sec). Since multiple waves impact each buoyant jet, the initial dilution and spatial configuration
measurements reached near steady state results at the water surface as listed in Tables 4-1 and
4-2. The results of this research are also important if a Lagrangian formulation, as used in Visual
Plumes (2003)67 and Chin (1987)68, is to be considered. In Dilution Models for Effluent
Discharges, 200369 the author’s state, “The plume is assumed to be in steady state. In the
Lagrangian formulation this implies that each successive element follows the same trajectory.
However, conditions can change as long as they do so over time scales which are long compared
to the time in which a discharged element reaches the end of the initial dilution phase, usually at
maximum rise.”
A general review of the initial dilution results indicates that for the discharge scenarios
exposed to regular waves, initial dilution increases as the size of wave increases. As expected,
the increase in plume size also correlates with the increase in initial dilution. As the buoyant
plume entrains additional ambient fluid through the forced entrainment from surface waves, the
dimensions of the plume increase. Figures 4-10 and 4-11 highlight this result. The dimensionless
parameter 2A/Dpo is used in this analysis as a method to consider the impacts of the wave’s
horizontal particle motion to the plume diameter of the No-Wave Scenario. The term 2A/Dpo is
entitled “relative horizontal particle motion” because it describes a wave’s ability to entrain
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ambient fluid through the phenomena of particle displacement defined in Equations 3, 4 and 5.
Figure 4-10 shows a graphical representation of relative horizontal particle motion (2A/Dpo) and
relative plume diameter (Dp/Dpo) at the water surface.

For the various wave scenarios considered in this research effort, the general result
indicates that for a fixed discharge scenario and an increasing wave size, an increasing relative
plume size result. Dp/Dpo values vary from 1.0 to 7.22 for the various scenarios considered in
this research. As the volumetric discharge rate increases, the buoyant plume reaches the surface
more quickly, has less time to be exposed to the wave field and as a result, is smaller in relative
size as it reaches the water surface. For the Wave Scenario IWW2, the Dp/Dpo values range
from a high of 7.22 for Q1 (9.6 cm3/sec) to a low of 2.92 for Q3 (48.7 cm3/sec). Figure 4-11
shows a graphical representation of relative horizontal particle motion (2A/Dpo) and relative
initial dilution (S/So) at the water surface.
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For the various wave scenarios considered in this research effort, the general result
indicates that for a fixed discharge scenario and an increasing wave size, an increasing relative
dilution result. S/So values vary from 1.0 to 7.54 for the various scenarios considered in this
research. In most of the scenarios investigated, as the volumetric discharge rate increases, the
relative dilution also increases. This increase in relative dilution, results in a reduced vertical
momentum and it would be expected that a longer period of time is needed for the buoyant
plume to reach the water surface.
This increase in time to surface of the buoyant plume allows for more waves to be in
contact with the plume boundary and an increase in initial dilution. Chin (1987)70 also
investigated the impact of surface waves on initial dilution. The results of this research are
plotted in Figure 4-11 for information. Figures 4-10 and 4-11 show the limited impact of the
Deep-Water Wave Scenario (DWW1) on the buoyant plume. Since DWW1 does not measurably
impact the buoyant plume at the source and has only limited ability to impact the buoyant plume-
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ambient boundary (2A/Dpo = 0.22), the impact from this wave on initial dilution and overall
plume size are minimal.
The results of Figures 4-10 and 4-11 appear to be somewhat contradictory. It would be
anticipated that relative plume size (Dp/Dpo) and relative initial dilution (S/So) would have a
positive correlation but Figure 4-10 indicates a reduction in relative plume size while Figure 4-11
indicates an increase in relative initial dilution as the volumetric discharge rate increases. The
plume diameter of the No-Wave Scenario (Dpo) is relatively constant for each discharge
scenario but the actual plume diameter (Dp) varies greatly with each discharge-wave scenario.
The time to surface values in Table 4-4 also indicate that twice as many waves will be exposed to
Discharge Scenario 1 when compared to Discharge Scenario 3. With the exposure to more
waves, the plume diameter has the opportunity to increase in relative terms when compared to
other discharge scenarios. As anticipated, the relative plume diameter does increase as the wave
size increases for a fixed discharge condition. Measurement of the plume diameters, which was a
visual observation using the dye as an indicator of plume location, was a more subjective effort
than the initial dilution measurements and less weight should be given to this result. The Dp/Dpo
values shown in Figures 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6 provide some further insight into the forced
entrainment of ambient fluid into the buoyant jet. Relative plume size reaches a maximum value
near the discharge source at a water depth of 8 to 12 cm. Since relative plume size is greatest at
this location for each discharge scenario, it can be expected that the greatest amount of ambient
fluid is also added in this area. This result agrees with the work of Koole & Swan (1994)71 in
which a zone of flow establishment near the discharge source characterized by a large increase in
the rate of entrainment and a corresponding reduction in the mean axial velocity of the jet was
observed. At a distance of approximately five (5) diameters from the discharge source the
researchers found the velocity profile of the jet with an initial “top-hat” velocity distribution had
transformed to a plume with a Gaussian velocity distribution.
A best-fit analysis of the data shown in Figure 4-11 was conducted using a sum of
squares statistical technique. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 4-5.
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Table 4-5
Best-Fit Analysis of 2A/Dpo vs. S/So Data
Function
1st Order
2nd Order
Exponential

Avg. Sum of Squares Value (∑ R2)
0.912
0.963
0.939

The second order approximations of Figure 4-11 are graphically shown in Figure 4-12.

To further clarify the relationship between relative plume size and relative initial dilution, Figure
4-13 highlights the impact of varying volumetric discharge rate on these parameters at the water
surface.
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A best-fit analysis was also conducted of the data shown in Figure 4-13 using a sum of squares
technique. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 4-6.
Table 4-6
Best-Fit Analysis of Dp/Dpo vs. S/So Data
Function
1st Order
2nd Order
Exponential

Avg. Sum of Squares Value (∑ R2)
0.912
0.963
0.939

The second order approximations of Figure 4-13 are graphically shown in Figure 4-14.
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The data plotted in Figures 4-13 and 4-14 show several important results. First, for a fixed
discharge scenario, the relative plume size and relative initial dilution increases with increasing
wave size. In addition, as the volumetric discharge rate increases the rate of change of the two
parameters also increases. This result highlights the importance of the turbulent entrainment
parameter. As the increasingly turbulent discharge is impacted by larger wave scenarios, this
highly turbulent environment creates a condition that has a measurable positive impact on both
relative plume size and relative initial dilution. It is also noted that the intermediate discharge
scenario (Q2) provides a less consistent result for both 2A/Dpo vs. S/So and Dp/Dpo vs. S/So
than the other discharge scenarios.
Figure 4-15 highlights the relationship originally proposed by Chin (1987)72 of Lq/Zm
(Equation13) vs. S/So. The dimensionless value of Lq/Zm is a measure of the significance of the
wave induced horizontal velocity to the initial discharge velocity. The data plotted in Figure 4-15
confirms the results of Chin (1987)73 and further highlights the importance of an increasing
volumetric discharge rate on relative initial dilution.
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Figure 4-16 compares the experimental work of Chin (1987)74 to Discharge Scenario 3
(Q3 = 48.7 cm3/sec) for a limited range of Lq/Zm values. Q3 was chosen for comparison purposes
since the Jet Densimetric Froude number of this scenario, with a value of Fj = 14, is of the same
order of magnitude of the experimental work completed by Chin (Fj=16). Chyan & Hwang’s
experimental result shown in Figure 2-275 also reinforces the use of a first-order approximation
to describe the relationship between Lq/Zm vs. S/So. This first order approximation agrees with
the dimensionless first order parameter proposed by Chin (1987)76 as shown in Equation 14 and
the dimensionless first order parameter proposed by Moosa (2004)77 known as jet rigidity shown
in Equation 21.
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Although the dimensionless parameter Lq/Zm which describes the significance of the
wave induced horizontal velocity to the initial discharge velocity = Umax/Vo, is a satisfactory
method to consider the impact to initial dilution, it assumes that an Umax value at the discharge
source must exist for a resultant increase in initial dilution. For Wave Scenarios DWW1 and
DWW2, the Umax value was non-existent, but the measured S/So values were consistently and
measurably greater than 1.0. In summary, deep water waves which did not have a horizontal
velocity component at the discharge source still had a measurable impact on initial dilution. The
analysis shown in Figures 4-11 and 4-12 which compares 2A/Dpo vs. S/So at the water surface,
allows for any wave to be considered although as 2A becomes increasingly small, the impact to a
buoyant plume is likely to be negligible. The following chapter of this research describes a
numerical scheme using the results from Figure 4-12 to estimate relative initial dilution for a
range of wave and discharge conditions.
With any experimental effort more data is always desirable. The limitations of the wave
tank geometry hindered further scenarios. In fact, for Discharge Scenario 1 and Wave Scenario
IWW2, the plume diameter exceeded the width of the tank which calls into question this data.
The time needed to fill and drain the wave tank between data gathering events also impacted the
number of samples taken for each scenario. The inability to measure dilution at various depths
was also a limiting constraint. The size of the probe connected to the conductivity meter was
large enough to cause concern that additional turbulence would result which would interfere with
the natural plume-wave interaction and invalidate the data. Additional data would also have been
desired for additional deep-water wave scenarios to be conducted. This data would assist in the
understanding of the ability of a deep-water wave to impact the forced entrainment parameter
and the resulting initial dilution of the buoyant plume.
Using a second order approximation scheme of the experimental data shown in Figure 4-12, a
range of jet densimetric Froude numbers (Fj) were chosen and the results plotted in Figure 4-17.
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The jet densimetric Froude number (Fj) is used as a variable to define the discharge
condition. As previously defined in Equation 24, this parameter includes the jet velocity (uj), the
effective acceleration of gravity (g´) and the jet diameter (d). The value of g´ also includes the
relative density differences between the jet and the ambient fluid. Chin (1987)78 used a parameter
similar to Fj and observed comparable results as shown in Figure 2-1. The value of Fj is also
closely related to jet rigidity (Equation 21) as defined by Chyan & Hwung (1993)79. As the
magnitude of Fj increases the value of jet rigidity also increases. Moosa (2004)80 found that in the
region closest to the discharge source, the velocity profiles of the jet flatten as the wave period
decreases and as a result, the jet feels the effect of the presence of wave motion only in the
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periodic deflection of its axis. The increase in jet rigidity appears to limit the ability of the jet to
add ambient fluid through the forced entrainment term. This observation helps to describe the
apparent contradiction observed in Figures 4-10 and 4-11. Table 4-7 summarizes the jet rigidity
values for the various discharge and wave scenarios considered as part of this research.

Table 4-7
Jet Rigidity for Various Discharge and Wave Scenarios
Volumetric Discharge Rate (cm3/sec)
9.6
9.6
9.6
18.9
18.9
18.9
18.9
48.7
48.7
48.7

Wave Scenario
DWW2
IWW1
IWW2
DWW1
DWW2
IWW1
IWW2
DWW2
IWW1
IWW2

Jet Rigidity
6.57
0.65
0.34
>100
12.98
1.29
0.67
33.41
3.33
1.73

The horizontal particle trajectory parameter (2A) used in Figure 4-17 describes the
surface gravity wave under consideration. The magnitude of 2A incorporates the parameters of
wave height, wavelength and water depth as defined in Equations 3, 4 and 5. This parameter is
particularly important when considering the forced entrainment phenomena. Since 2A describes
the horizontal distance a water particle will travel over a single wave period (T), this horizontal
distance is an indicator of how much ambient fluid can be entrained into a jet or plume of a given
width (Dpo). For very small waves, in relation to plume size and water depth (2A < Dpo), the
ability to entrain ambient fluid into the rising plume is limited over the wave period. These small
waves would tend to recirculate fluid already entrained and therefore not increase dilution. As
the wave increases in relative size, the 2A dimension increases and the amount of ambient fluid
able to be entrained also increases. In addition, as the wave increases in relative size its affects
extend further vertically into the water column. As has been observed by Chin (1987)81, Chyan
& Hwung (1993)82 and Koole and Swan (1994)83 the surface gravity wave has the largest impact
on the initial dilution rate near the discharge source. Although measurements of plume
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concentration were made only at the water surface, a visual understanding of where the ambient
fluid was added into the plume (in the z direction) can be seen by reviewing Figures 4-4, 4-5 and
4-6. The relative plume size (Dp/Dpo) for each discharge and wave scenario showed the largest
increase in relative plume size near the discharge source at a distance between 5 and 15 cm.
Since the relative plume size is at a maximum at this vertical location, it is expected that the
largest quantity of ambient fluid is added in this region for the conservation of mass theory to
apply. For a surface gravity wave to “feel bottom,” the ratio of water depth (h) to wavelength (L)
must be less than 0.5 as shown in Figure 1-2. These shallow and intermediate surface water
waves have the dual benefit of impacting the jet through the entire water column and impacting
the jet at the source. The data used to generate Figure 4-17 result in the second order solution
using a Best-Fit Analysis. A majority of the data were based on intermediate water waves. If the
deep-water waves were considered in isolation, a first order solution would have resulted. Chin
(1988)84 proposed a first order relationship between LQ/ZM vs. S/So (Figure 2-1). The
dimensionless ratio LQ/ZM is equal to the ratio of the horizontal discharge velocity at the source
(Umax) to the discharge velocity at the source (Vo). Since deep water waves do not impact the
entire water column (Umax = 0) then this model assumes deep water waves do not impact initial
dilution. The data shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 indicate that deep water waves can measurably
impact initial dilution of a buoyant jet. Chyan and Hwung (1993)85 found that for a deep-water
wave (h/L = 0.5343), dilution increased even though the wave is weak. Based on the
experimental data set, the deep-water waves are able to entrain ambient fluid into the front and
rear faces of the plume through the forced entrainment parameter. Koole and Swan (1994)86
proposed a forced entrainment coefficient (β) which represents the proportion of the laterally
impinging flow which is entrained, and the oscillatory velocities affect the mixing characteristics
over a large region of the flow field. The results shown in Figures 4-1, 4-2, 4-3 and 4-10 confirm
this result for the deep water and intermediate water waves as part of this research.
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CHAPTER 5
NUMERICAL MODELING

Model Selection, Governing Equations & Controlling Boundary Conditions
Since there are no known numerical models that consider both gravity wave action and
dilution of a buoyant plume, a decision must be made to select a path forward to model these
phenomena. After careful consideration of the many options, it was decided that choosing a
numerical model that could accurately predict surface gravity waves was the more complex
scenario and should be used as a basis for the analysis. The buoyant plume phenomenon was
therefore added to the wave model to predict wave-plume interactions. As mentioned in Chapter
III, NHWAVE is one of many numerical models that can accurately predict wave characteristics.
NHWAVE is a non-hydrostatic, three-dimensional numerical model used to solve the Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. These partial differential equations have been used
to describe many natural phenomena including the flow of incompressible fluids. The following
governing equations, simplifications and boundary conditions are used to solve various complex
hydraulic scenarios within the NHWAVE87 numerical model:

RANS Equations in Cartesian Coordinates:

[30]

[31]
where (i, j) = 1, 2, 3, u = ensemble averaged velocity, ρ = referenced water density,
fi = gravitational body force, p = pressure term, v = turbulent kinematic viscosity.
Using an σ-coordinate curvilinear (x, y, σ) system:
where t = t*, x = x*, y = y*, σ = (z* + h) / D
D = h + n (total water depth)
h is the still water depth
n is a free surface water elevation

[32]
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Transforming Equation 30 into the σ- coordinate system and multiplying by D, the continuity
equation becomes:

[33]

Transforming Equation 31 into the σ- coordinate system and multiplying by D, the momentum
equation becomes:

[34]

where k = ensemble averaged turbulent kinetice energy.
The scalar transport equation using the σ- coordinate system results in the following:

[35]
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where νn = ν + (νt /σ⟨c⟩)n, σ⟨c⟩ is the corresponding Schmidt number, C = D⟨c⟩,
and Dj = (∂C / ∂xj)λj + ∂σxj∗C / ∂σ.
The k - ϵ turbulence model can be used to estimate νt as follows:

[36]
where cµ is an empirical coefficient, k = ensemble averaged turbulent kinetice energy
and ϵ is the ensemble averaged turbulent dissipation rate.
The transport equation for k (turbulent kinetic energy) and ϵ (turbulent dissipation rate)
can be obtained from Equation 35 where:

[37]
The rate of shear production is given by:

where τij is the Reynolds stress.

[38]

This equation allows for the estimate of Reynolds stresses for both linear and nonlinear
conditions.
A few of the unique aspects of the NHWAVE numerical model include:
•

Use of a surface and terrain following curvilinear coordinate system which allows for the
free surface to be defined by a single-value function of horizontal location.
• The free surface is located at an upper computational boundary and using a Keller-Box
modeling scheme, the pressure boundary condition can be easily and accurately
described.
• Water surface slopes are considered and used to predict near-surface velocity and
turbulence fields in surface gravity waves.
• A series of surface and boundary conditions are used to simplify the complex set of
equations, provide solutions and optimize the numerical modeling.

The numerical method used within NHWAVE is also unique and includes the following scheme:
•

A combined finite volume and finite difference second-order scheme (Godunov Type
method) is used to solve the governing equations (continuity and momentum).
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• Velocity values are defined at cell centers.
• Dynamic pressures are defined at vertical cell faces.
• Harten-Lax-van Leer (HLL) approximate Riemann solver is used to estimate fluxes at
horizontal cell faces.
• A second-order nonlinear Strong Stability-Preserving (SSP) Runge-Kutta scheme is used
for time stepping.
Figure 5-1 describes the layout of these computational variables within NHWAVE.
Figure 5-1
Graphical Representation of NHWAVE Computational Variables

A surface and bottom simplications are also assumed. In addition, assumptions are made for the
following boundary conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

Kinematic
Tangential stress
Normal stress
Neumann-type
Dirichlet-type for ҡ and ɛ

Comparison of Model Results with Experimental Data
NHWAVE allows for both 2-D and 3-D analysis. Observations of experimental data
indicated that the buoyant plume was generally symetric in configuration which allows for a 2-D
model analysis. Both 2-D and 3-D comparisons were made and the 2-D model provided more
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accurate and faster model compilation results. A calculation of inital dilution was not possible
with the numeric model, so results were determined for resulting plume concentration at the
water surface and compared to the no-wave scenarios. A series of model calibrations were made
to find the most accurate way to model the wave tank scenarios. NHWAVE model assumptions
included the following:
•

A sponge layer was introduced to limit wave reflection and interference with rising
plume.
• The grid size (DX, DY) was optimized to limit model run time and provide results at
scale.
• Concentration of discharge was optimized to correlate with discharge density so that the
buoyant jet rises at a rate comparable to experimental data.
• Plume rise and wave field advancement was checked for each scenario and modified as
needed to assure that the wave field was fully developed before discharge begins.
A maximum concentration vs. time graph was generated for each wave-discharge scenario. This
graph allows for a visualization of the maximum concentration with time at the water surface.
Figure 5-2 shows a representative graphing of the concentration at the water surface with time to
assure the wave field was fully developed and a maximum concentration was obtained. This
information is also used to determine the time at which the concentration reaches a maximum so
that the plume diameter at this time can be measured.

Max. Concentration

Figure 5-2
Max. Concentration vs. Time for Wave Plume Scenario (Q= 9.6 cm3/sec and IWW1)

Time Step (sec)
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The model results were also compared to the experimental measurement of plume diameter.
Model results and experimental measurements for plume diameter found at the water surface
were also used to validate the assumptions used in the 2-D analysis. Modeling was completed for
each discharge and wave scenario described in Chapter IV. Data was also gathered for the NoWave Scenario for each discharge condition which allowed for a baseline comparison of initial
dilution and plume shape. The model included an initial discharge concentration (sjet) equal to
1.00 for simplicity and ease of comparison. The following model input parameters were chosen
to most closely align the wave and jet parameters used in this model with the experimental
conditions:
• Time for total computation was typically set at 20 seconds
• Grid size (DX, DY) was set at 0.02 meters
• Influx boundary type was specified at the left boundary
• Left boundary linear wave (amplitude, period and depth are defined)
• Sponge layer of 4.0 meters width defined at the east boundary
• Wave direction was set at a 90-degree angle with the rising plume
• Jet location defined (xjet = 7.01 meters, yjet = 0.01 meters and zjet = 0.0 meters)
• Jet velocity defined (wjet)
Tables 5-1 and 5-2 highlight the model results and the experimental data is also included for
information and comparison.
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Table 5-1
Concentration Results
Numerical Model (NHWAVE 2-D) vs. Experimental Data
Discharge Rate

Experimental

(cm3/sec)

Wave Scenario

Model Relative Conc.

Co/C - Model

9.6

NW

0.5260

9.6

DWW2

9.6

Dilution (X:1)

1.00

Co/C - Experimental
1.00

0.2348

2.24

1.75

135

IWW1

0.1631

3.23

2.12

192

9.6

IWW2

0.1157

4.55

2.82

358

18.9

NW

0.7040

1.00

1.00

31
35

99

18.9

DWW1

0.5200

1.35

1.08

18.9

DWW2

0.3250

2.17

1.35

40

18.9

IWW1

0.2600

2.71

2.79

128

18.9

IWW2

0.2470

2.85

3.73

175

48.7

NW

0.9276

1.00

1.00

13

48.7

DWW2

0.6930

1.34

2.45

35

48.7

IWW1

0.5277

1.76

2.61

44

48.7

IWW2

0.3886

2.39

4.42

98
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Table 5-2
Plume Diameter Results
Numerical Model (NHWAVE 2-D) vs. Experimental Data
Discharge Rate

Model Plume Size

Experimental Plume Size

Plume Size

(cm3/sec)

Wave Scenario

at Surface (cm)

Model Dp/Dpo

at Surface (cm)

Difference

9.6

NW

20

1.00

18

10%

9.6

DWW2

30

1.50

32.5

-8%

9.6

IWW1

80

4.00

72.5

9%

9.6

IWW2

130

6.50

130

0%

18.9

NW

22

1.00

22

0%

18.9

DWW1

22

1.00

23

-5%

18.9

DWW2

25

1.59

30

-20%

18.9

IWW1

40

2.27

45.5

-14%

18.9

IWW2

100

4.55

90

10%

48.7

NW

30

1.00

24

20%

48.7

DWW2

30

1.00

26.5

12%

48.7

IWW1

40

1.33

42

-5%

48.7

IWW2

95

3.17

70

26%
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Figures 5-3 thru 5-15 show the graphical output from NHWAVE 2-D for each discharge and
wave scenario.
Figure 5-3
Discharge Scenario 1 – No Wave Condition

Figure 5-4
Discharge Scenario 1 – Deep Water Wave Case 2
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Figure 5-5
Discharge Scenario 1 – Intermediate Water Wave Case 1

Figure 5-6
Discharge Scenario 1 – Intermediate Water Wave Case 2
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Figure 5-7
Discharge Scenario 2 – No Wave Condition

Figure 5-8
Discharge Scenario 2 – Deep Water Wave Case 1
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Figure 5-9
Discharge Scenario 2 – Deep Water Wave Case 2

Figure 5-10
Discharge Scenario 2 – Intermediate Water Wave Case 1
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Figure 5-11
Discharge Scenario 2 – Intermediate Water Wave Case 2

Figure 5-12
Discharge Scenario 3 – No Wave Condition
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Figure 5-13
Discharge Scenario 3 – Deep Water Wave Case 2

Figure 5-14
Discharge Scenario 3 – Intermediate Water Wave Case 1
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Figure 5-15
Discharge Scenario 3 – Intermediate Water Wave Case 2

Interpretation of Results
Model results found using NHWAVE were compared to experimental data to verify the
accuracy of the model and to consider possible model calibration for application to real world
scenarios. Two parameters were used for this comparison:
Co/C: Ratio of maximum concentration at the water surface for the no-wave condition vs.
the maximum concentration at the water surface for the given wave condition.
Dp: Plume diameter measured at the water surface at the moment when the maximum
concentration is achieved.
Figures 5-16 and 5-17 highlight the Co/C values for the experimental and model results
respectively.
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The experimental data shown in Figure 5-16 is similar to the results found in Figure 4-11. The
data indicates that for each discharge scenario the value of Co/C increases as the wave size
increases. The graph also shows that as the discharge increases, the Co/C value also increases.
These observations are consistent with the results highlighted in Chapter V. The model results
shown in Figure 5-17 show some of the same results as found and plotted for the experimental
data in Figure 5-16. The major aspect of disagreement between the experimental and model data
is the observation that for the model results, as the discharge is increased, the Co/C value
decreases. The model results deviate the greatest when comparing the Q3 discharge scenario.
Further modeling efforts were conducted to understand the sensitivity of varying the discharge
above the Q2 discharge condition. Figure 5-18 highlights the results of this sensitivity analysis
for four additional discharge conditions.
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The sensitivity analysis was conducted using three discharge scenarios between Q2 and Q3
(Q4,Q6 and Q7) and one discharge scenario greater than Q3 (Q5). These discharge scenarios all
showed a very tight grouping of Co/C values for the various wave conditions. The result of this
sensitivity analysis indicates that the increase in discharge has a relatively small impact on
concentration in this wave tank configuration. The relatively small depth of the wave tank (0.6
meters) limits the ability of the buoyant plume to lose momentum and limits the ability of the
ambient fluid of being entrained. The relatively short time for the plume to reach the surface (see
Table 4-4) also limits the number of waves which could impact the plume during the rise to the
surface. It would be expected that in real-world scenarios, a greater water depth would allow for
the buoyant plume to slow (lose momentum) during the rise to the surface and would allow for
more waves to impact the plume and entrain more ambient fluid. As shown in Table 5-2, plume
diameter correlated well between experimental data and model results. Plume diameter had a
variation from -6% to 25% with the model predicting (on average) a plume diameter 4% larger
than the experimental data. The largest plume size variations were found for the IWW2 wave
scenario which is not surprising due to the relatively large size of this wave compared to the tank
dimensions. It should be noted that measuring the plume diameter during the experimental
efforts and estimating this value from the model is challenging and was used primarily for
verification of the concentration data. Observing the plume rise also provided a verification that
the buoyant plume actually reached the surface and provided visual proof that the plume was
impacted by the wave in a manner similar to that found during the wave tank experiments.
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CHAPTER VI
MODEL PREDICTIONS OF COASTAL OUTFALLS

Model Prediction of Real-World Scenarios
NHWAVE was chosen to model a number of real-world scenarios based on the success
of the model to generate data similar to the wave tank experimental results. NHWAVE was also
chosen due to the capability of the model to consider a wide variety of conditions including
various wave configurations and ambient current scenarios. The HRSD Atlantic Treatment Plant
Outfall was chosen for modeling due to the direct knowledge of this facility and the fact that this
outfall is similar to many other east coast outfalls found in the United States. The following
summary describes the outfall configuration:

Outfall location:

N 36-46-50, W 75-55-52

Depth at outfall:

8.4 meters

Outfall diffuser configuration:

Multiport diffuser with 300 vertical ports

Size of diffuser ports:

Diameter of 7.62 centimeters

Discharge velocity at each port:

0.50 m/sec (based on a discharge rate of 2279 cm3/sec)

To estimate the wave parameters to be considered for the modeling scenarios, wave and current
data from the nearest NOAA site was chosen. The NOAA Cape Henry, Virginia (147) Waverider
Buoy88 was used. The location of the buoy is: N 36-54-55, W 75-43-12. The following wave and
current data were chosen for the modeling effort:
Deep Water Wave Scenario 1 (DWW1):

Amplitude = 0.125 m, Period = 2.0 sec

Deep Water Wave Scenario 2 (DWW2):

Amplitude = 0.25 m, Period = 3.0 sec

Intermediate Water Wave Scenario (IWW):

Amplitude = 0.50 m, Period = 4.0 sec

Irregular Water Wave Scenario 1 (IRR1):

Hmo = 0.50 m, Tp = 4.0 sec

Irregular Water Wave Scenario 2 (IRR2):

Hmo = 1.0 m, Tp = 3.9 sec

Current Speed:

0.25 m/sec
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Wave parameters and the current speed were chosen that are indicative of conditions that occur
on a daily basis and would be considered as representative of conditions that are highly likely at
this discharge location. Regular waves were modeled as simple sinusoidal waves while irregular
waves were modeled using a Jonswap Spectrum which incorporated both a significant wave
height (Hmo) and a peak wave period (Tp). The following model input parameters were chosen
to align with the wave and discharge conditions likely to occur at this open ocean outfall
location:
• Time for total computation was set at 100 seconds
• Data was measured after a 40 second delay to allow for the wave to fully be developed
and pass the rising plume
• Grid size (DX, DY) was set at 0.2 meters
• Influx boundary type was specified at the left boundary
• Left boundary irregular wave (Hmo, Tp and depth are defined)
• Sponge layer of 40.0 meters width defined at the east boundary
• Wave direction was set at a 90-degree angle with the rising plume
• Jet location defined (xjet = 80.01 meters, yjet = 0.01 meters and zjet = 0.0 meters)
• Jet velocity defined (wjet)
• A single discharge port was modeled and buoyant plume overlap from adjacent ports
was not considered
The model was initially run for a base condition without waves to determine baseline
concentrations (Co). Table 6-1 highlights the results for the regular wave (DWW1, DWW2 and
IWW) and irregular wave (IRR1 and IRR2) scenarios.
Table 6-1
Real World Scenarios
Concentration and Plume Diameter Results
Wave Scenario
NW
DWW1
DWW2
IWW
IRR1
IRR2

Relative Conc.
0.5500
0.5100
0.3700
0.2200
0.3900
0.2600

Co/C
1.00
1.08
1.49
2.50
1.41
2.12

Plume Size at Surface (cm)
100
115
150
200
300
500

Figures 6-1 thru 6-6 show the graphical output from NHWAVE 2-D for each wave scenario.
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Figure 6-1
Model Results – Real World Scenario
No-Wave Scenario (NW)

Figure 6-2
Model Results – Real World Scenario
Deep Water Wave Scenario
(DWW1)
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Figure 6-3
Model Results – Real World Scenario
Deep Water Wave Scenario (DWW2)

Figure 6-4
Model Results – Real World Scenario
Intermediate Water Wave Scenario (IWW)
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Figure 6-5
Model Results – Real World Scenario
Irregular Water Wave Scenario 1 (IRR1)

Figure 6-6
Model Results – Real World Scenario
Irregular Water Wave Scenario 2 (IRR2)
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The model was also run for a number of scenarios with a constant (for both depth and time)
current speed and direction to mimic a tidal current comparable to that measured at the NOAA
Cape Henry, Virginia (147) Waverider Buoy. For ease of modeling, the current and wave
directions were located along a common trajectory. Table 6-2 and Figures 6-7, 6-8 and 6-9
highlight the results of this modeling effort.
Table 6-2
Real World Scenarios
Concentration Results with Constant Current Condition
Wave Scenario
NW with Current
DWW with Current
IWW with Current

Model Relative Conc.
0.0520
0.0400
0.0320

Co/C
1.00
1.30
1.63

Figure 6-7
Model Results – Real World Scenario
No-Wave Scenario with Constant Current

Co/C Comparison to No-Current
10.58
9.25
6.88
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Figure 6-8
Model Results – Real World Scenario
Deep Water Wave Scenario with Constant Current

Figure 6-9
Model Results – Real World Scenario
Intermediate Water Wave Scenario with Constant Current
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Interpretation of Results & Real-World Applications
A number of real-world modeling scenarios were conducted using NHWAVE to
understand how a vertical buoyant jet will be impacted by ambient environmental conditions. As
a baseline, a No-Wave Scenario (NW) was modeled to understand how the rising plume would
be impacted by the turbulent discharge and the resulting aspirated entrainment as the plume rises
to the surface. The No-Wave Scenario results are listed in Table 6-1 and shown graphically in
Figure 6-1 for a visual understanding. The concentration (initially modeled as 1.0) is reduced to a
value of 0.5500. This value was then used a baseline ratio (Co/C) to compare how each wave
scenario further reduced the plume concentration. The plume size at the water surface was also
measured and compared to this no-wave condition. Two Deep-Water Wave Scenarios (DWW1
and DWW2) were then modeled and compared to the no-wave scenario. The DWW1 scenario
showed a slight reduction in concentration of 0.5100 (Co/C = 1.08) and the DWW2 scenario
showed a larger reduction in concentration of 0.3700 (Co/C = 1.49). This is expected since the
DWW2 scenario was a larger wave than the DWW1 scenario. An even larger wave (IWW) was
also modeled for comparison purposes to verify model consistency. The IWW wave scenario
resulted in a further reduction in concentration of 0.2200 (Co/C = 2.50). These results are
summarized in Table 6-1 and shown in Figures 6-2, 6-3 and 6-4. Figure 6-10 provides a
graphical representation of this data and highlights the impact of an increasing 2A/Dpo ratio on
buoyant plume relative concentration (Co/C).
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Figure 6-10
Modeled Real World Results
2A/Dpo vs. Co/C @ Water Surface

Two irregular wave scenarios (IRR1 and IRR2) were also modeled to understand how a
more typical wave condition might impact a buoyant plume. The IRR1 scenario resulted in a
concentration of 0.3900 (Co/C = 1.41) and IRR2 resulted in a concentration of 0.2600 (Co/C =
2.12). These results were expected and agree with the regular waves of comparable amplitude
and period. Since these wave conditions are constructed using a Jonswap spectrum of waves, the
variation in waves results in a larger plume size at the surface. This is an important and
significant result which indicates that the use of irregular waves is a more accurate and more
robust method for calculating the dilutive impacts in real world conditions. The default modeling
technique typically used for coastal outfalls is to consider the impacts of ambient tidal current.
Typically, a slack current tide and/or a statistically low current speed is used to predict the acute
and chronic impacts in regulatory mixing zones88. A review of current speeds at the NOAA Cape
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Henry, Virginia (147) Waverider Buoy was used to estimate the modeled current speed of 0.25
m/sec. For modeling simplicity this current was assumed to be constant with depth. A No-Wave
discharge with current was first modeled to allow for comparison with the two scenarios with
waves. The modeling results are shown in Table 6-2 and the results are shown graphically in
Figures 6-7, 6-8 and 6-9. The resulting concentration reductions, when a current is introduced,
are significantly less than those measured with when only waves are considered. This indicates
that waves and currents are important to understanding the forced entrainment phenomena and a
detailed understanding of the current field could be even more valuable than the measurement of
waves at a specific location. If a slack tide scenario is the most critical condition used to estimate
the acute impacts at a specific location, the wave phenomena can be an important component of
any dilution modeling effort and is worthy of further study.
This modeling effort indicates that for outfall locations that are impacted by both tidal
currents and gravity surface waves, an understanding of these phenomena is important to
accurately assess dilutive impacts. Since many U.S. East Coast outfalls are located in relatively
shallow water, even small waves (defined as deep-water waves), can reduce the concentration of
the discharge in the buoyant plume and increase initial dilution. This increase in initial dilution
can be an important consideration when defining water quality criteria and allowable mixing
zones.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
Contributions of This Research
The US-EPA defines a regulatory mixing zone as the area or volume where the initial
dilution of a discharge occurs and rather than imposing strict end-of-pipe concentration
requirements for NPDES water quality permits for conventional and toxic discharges, allows for
efficient pollutant assimilation. In this zone both acute and chronic criteria must be met and limit
the impacts to designated uses and/or the impacts to the established community of aquatic life89.
To understand the impacts of the discharge, a thorough consideration of the ambient parameters
within the mixing zone is critical. Surface gravity waves are common in many coastal and open
ocean discharge locations. For discharge locations exposed to a regular wave climate, a protocol
similar to that used for tidal currents (lowest 10th percentile value) should be a reasonable
approach when choosing a wave condition for modeling and regulatory approval purposes.
The experimental research effort conducted herein is built on the work conducted by
others and expanded to consider a wide array of both discharge scenarios and wave conditions.
Both jet rigidity and a dimensionless variable labeled as “relative horizontal particle motion”
(2A/Dpo) were found to be valuable indicators of the ability of surface gravity waves to
measurably impact the dilution of a buoyant plume. Experimental results indicate that as jet
rigidity increases, waves are less able to entrain ambient fluid into the rising plume. The
experimental research efforts also indicated that as the 2A/Dpo ratio increases (> 0.20), surface
gravity waves are able to entrain ambient fluid into the buoyant plume. The experimental results
also indicate that for intermediate water waves (waves that can impact the entire water column),
a significant amount of ambient fluid is entrained near the discharge source (as indicated by the
increase in relative plume size).
The NHWAVE numerical model is a robust and flexible software program. The model is
well suited for the consideration of surface gravity waves, buoyant plumes and the resultant
dilutive impacts when these two phenomena interact. This model was effectively modified to
account for a vertical discharge source. The results of the model were closely aligned with the
experimental results which gave a level of confidence when applying the model to real-world
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conditions. A number of wave and tidal current conditions were modeled and used to find the
resulting pollutant concentration as the buoyant plume reached the water surface. Plume size and
configuration could also be found to assist in the understanding of this complex phenomena.
The NHWAVE model also provided insight into how both regular and irregular waves impact
buoyant plume dilution. Due to limitations of the model, ambient current and outfall
configuration (multi-port diffuser impacts) were challenging to accurately consider and were not
included in this research.
Even relatively small surface gravity waves were found to have a measurable dilutive
impact on a buoyant plume through the phenomena of forced entrainment. These relatively small
waves (deep-water waves) were measured, modeled and determined to have a significant ability
to reduce the concentration of the ambient fluid into the natural environment. As observed with
the experimental data, as 2A/Dpo > 0.20, the wave is able to entrain significant amounts of
ambient fluid into the plume. For outfall locations that are exposed to surface gravity waves on a
frequent basis, the use of field data to accurately assess wave parameters (height, period,
direction and frequency) are a prudent investment that could impact the design and construction
effort needed for these costly pipelines. As NPDES permits become more restrictive, existing
outfalls that are exposed to regular wave climates should consider the impacts of forced
entrainment caused by surface gravity waves and tidal currents to accurately assess the impacts
to designated uses and/or aquatic life.

Suggestions for Further Study
The experimental procedures and scenarios considered were limited by the wave basin
size and the ability to measure plume size and concentration. A larger wave basin would allow
for more wave-discharge scenarios to be considered. In addition, a smaller and less obtrusive
conductivity meter could add to the measurement of concentration at various elevations in the
water column. This would allow for a more comprehensive understanding of buoyant plume
pollutant concentrations. Field data for an actual outfall would also allow for a direct calibration
and verification of modeled data. The experimental research conducted allowed for only a
calibration of the model at a relatively small scale. In real-world scenarios, outfalls often include
multiport diffuser configurations. This configuration was not considered in either the
experimental work or the numerical modeling effort. The numerical model was used to consider
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the impacts of both waves and currents on a single buoyant plume. The model was not used to
predict the impacts of varying wave, or current direction on the buoyant plume. A full
understanding of current and wave size, duration and direction at a real-world location using
wave gauges and current meters would allow for a more reasoned method to estimate the impacts
of a buoyant plume on the natural environment. Consideration of these natural phenomena and
how outfall diffuser configurations can optimize forced entrainment to maximize initial dilution
would provide a fuller understanding of these complex wave-plume interactions.
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